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1 Thank you for this opportunity to chime in. We would love to see Tellefson revitalized. Any of these
options would be wonderful. Good luck, and we look forward to seeing what you do!

9/11/2019 2:33 PM

2 SHADE. The play structures need SHADE. Please don’t waste pur money by building playground
equipment without proper shade. Not only does this put my young children with too much sun
exposure (as well as myself) but the playground is nearly unusable most of the day because of it.
All the playgrounds need more shade. (Except for Carlson Park of course)

9/11/2019 2:00 PM

3 Would like a toddler swing for all designs. 9/11/2019 1:28 PM

4 like crab like climbing - (rock) 9/11/2019 1:24 PM

5 We are so excited for these improvements... very much needed! 9/7/2019 1:22 AM

6 My kids and I think Design B is most ideal, but I notice that much of all the play ground designs
offer little to no shade and especially the 2-5 yo structures are tiny and would make it hard for
multiple kids to play in freely and comfortably. Thank you for updating the park!

8/29/2019 1:58 AM

7 It’s about time!! 8/23/2019 9:52 AM

8 Glad to see the park is getting updated. It needs it. 8/22/2019 6:17 AM

9 Primary concern is safety. Some of the designs would appeal to older kids, but in my experience
the younger children spend the most time at the park.

8/13/2019 3:41 AM

10 So happy that you are redoing the playground! 8/13/2019 3:37 AM

11 The Culver City park closest to me has no swings for toddlers or kids. It is very sad and now I
must drive to a park with swings. Please consider more swings and swings in all parks. Thank you.

8/13/2019 1:29 AM

12 Option 2 provides the best environment for challenging play for children and has the most flexibility
for creative use and room to grow. As children’s needs for play evolve a newer concept with a non
tradition design will allow for more variety of use.

8/13/2019 1:18 AM

13 Include slides!! 8/13/2019 12:01 AM

14 Thanks a lot for putting this to a vote. 8/10/2019 3:32 AM

15 Thank you for to express my voice by voting today. 8/9/2019 10:25 PM

16 We love the monkey bars!! 8/9/2019 2:40 PM
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1 I live at the end of the street and the grand kids love going there to the park and there really
nothing there and they love to climb so I like b the best

9/11/2019 4:10 PM

2 For the the 2 to 5 year olds play area there should be both smaller slides and a toddler swings, not
one ore the other as toddlers of that age are limited on what they can do.

9/11/2019 4:07 PM

3 All of the designs have great features. It’s extremely important to have sunnsail for the 2-5 play
area water it is. Especially fir the slides. They get so hot and impossible to use. All sun sail would
be great for other areas as well since it’s sunny most of the time. Swings should be included for
both age categories in any design. Park is always lacking if there are no swings. It is nice to have
sand box for 2-5 since it’s not included anywhere. At that age it’s developmentally necessary for
them. Also surfacing should be tested to be nontoxic and have appropriate certifications. Although
we live further from the park, it’s next to activities, such as Zooga yoga and it would be nice to have
a great playground there.

9/11/2019 4:04 PM

4 Thank you! 9/11/2019 1:55 PM

5 Thank you! We're excited! 9/11/2019 1:55 PM

6 We would love an additional slide. Potentially an alternative to the "toddler play structure , (unclear
mark) Slide that would be suitable for multi ages and a swing set that would be suitable for
multiple ages, plus some other play feature such as a sand pit, for toddlers.

9/11/2019 1:54 PM
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